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REVSOFT GL – Accounting for Windows

REVSOFT GL Accounting
REVSOFT GL Accounting gives users maximum control in managing all of their
accounting transactions. Whether setting up and maintaining their chart of accounts,
generating financial statements and reports, or creating journal entries and budgets,
Revsoft GL provides top-flight power and performance to keep users in control of
their financial data.

About Revsoft
Revsoft Management Ltd. is
a software house
conveniently based in
Limassol Cyprus, combining a
local presence with global
reach to support end users
overseas.
Revsoft has teamed up with
Sapphire UK (The worlds
leading reseller of INFOR
FMS Sunsystems) to deliver
infor FMS SunSystems
services and support within
Cyprus and surrounding
regions.
Revsoft helps its clients to
enhance their business
potential by providing new
and improved leverage
technologies in the area of
information systems.

Within the simplicity of the Windows environment, accounting users, can setup and
Maintain charts of Accounts, create journal entries and budgets and generate
financial statements and reports for today's demanding and competitive business.
The standard graphical interface boosts user productivity.
The accounting for windows package is based on industry accepted Client/Server
relational database technology and an open systems architecture, which allows
users to organise and adapt the system to meet their specific requirements/needs.
When the Accounts Module is integrated with other REVSOFT modules,
transactions entered through those modules can be transferred to accounting,
enabling accuracy of information, Management and Control.

REVSOFT GL Accounting delivers enhanced efficiency, productivity and
security to any business.
Features included

















Flexible Account ID's coding (Chart of accounts)
Postings and allocations accounts
Multiple Budgeting Control
Journal Entry Creation and Editor is a snap
Accounting data is Kept indefinitely
VAT forums
Flexible and definable Financial Reports
Multiple Ledgers definition
Nominal Accounts Definition
Prior, Current & following Years Posting facility
Superior Repeat Generator
Integration and import/export of data with Spreadsheets, Word-processing and
Other Windows programs (Mainly Microsoft)
Graphical representation of data
Multi Company
Departmental control
Multi Currency

Need More Information?
Tel: +357 25662955
email: info@revsoft.com.cy
Web www.revsoft.com.cy

Your Business Success is our top priority

